
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Corwen Trophy Date: 02.06.18 Venue: Mercure Daventry

TD's: John Pyner, Jonathan Lillycrop, Barry Partridge, Colin Simcox

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 34 Yes 24 No 1

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 34 Probably 21 Unlikely 4 Not 0

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require

improvement'

Excellent Improvement

31 Venue 16

21 Playing conditions 37

44 Schedule 7

49 Competition format 0

52 Directors/Organisation 2

17 Catering/refreshments 24

35 Pre-congress service 4

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 10 Earlier finish 12 Longer intervals 4

Later start 0 Later finish 0 Shorter intervals 16

Total Returns 63

Number of attendees 184

Comments

Uncomfortably hot and stuffy, definitely need a hotel with air-con in June x28

Very poor evening meal and not enough desserts available for all x8

The meal break on Saturday was much too long x7

The PA system poor x3

Hotel had insufficient staff in both bar and restaurant x3

Needed a longer interval on Sunday x3

Catering not very well organised x2

Hotel not good value for the money x2

Start earlier on Saturday evening and Sunday morning x2

Would not wish to play at this venue again x2

Feel that Bridge Overseas must make a huge profit on these prices x2

Should be able to arrange so that you do not play members of own county x1

The counties should nominate reserve pairs in case of withdrawals due to illness x1

TDs did not check who had convention cards x1

Only received entry information on the Friday prior to the event x1

There were no alternative places to eat within walking distance x1

The playing room conditions should have been considered prior to start of play x1

The feed back form is partly irrelevant and useless x1


